
Modern semi-detached villas in Dolores: your new oasis
of luxury!

335,000 €

Costa Blanca, Dolores  Reference: 27439   3   3   240m   175m2 2
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Costa Blanca, Dolores

Discover a new dimension of comfort and style in the beautiful new development of Dolores, where 6 semi-detached

villas are emerging as an oasis of modernity and luxury.

These beautiful homes, spread over 2 floors, offer a wealth of space and comfort, with 3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, an open

kitchen connected to the living room, fitted wardrobes with smart dividers and drawer units, a private garden with

swimming pool, parking and a private solarium.

The kitchens are designed to inspire, with base units, island units and wall units, equipped with the latest appliances and

finished with high-quality materials. Enjoy luxurious features such as a compact quartz worktop, stainless steel sinks and

high-quality taps from top brands.

The outdoor areas are just as inviting, with a perfectly landscaped urbanization, decorative areas with artificial grass and

outdoor lighting. Each plot is fenced to a beautiful design, with a swimming pool that is the center of relaxation and

entertainment, complete with an air jet pulse, shower and waterfall.

Dolores offers an idyllic setting, located in the enchanting Vega Baja del Segura region, just 10 km from the beautiful

beaches of La Marina and Guardamar. With Alicante and Murcia - Corvera airports both within easy reach, enjoy the

convenience of modern connectivity whilst being surrounded by the peace and beauty of this picturesque town.

Don't miss this opportunity to realize your dream of an exclusive lifestyle in Dolores. Contact us today for a viewing and

discover the perfect harmony of luxury and comfort that these homes have to offer.

Beautiful homes for sale. Modern homes with private swimming pool.

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 2 floors, equipped open kitchen, parking, solarium, terrace and private pool.

Features:
Gated Garden
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